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Biographical Information
Andre Norton, one of Ace Books’ most respected and prolific authors --- with over 50 books and millions of copies in
print --- is world renowned for her uncanny ability to create tightly plotted action stories based on her extensive
readings in travel, archeology, anthropology, natural history, folklore, and psyco-esper research. With classic
understatement, belied by the enthusiastic critical reception of all her books, she has described herself as “… rather a
very staid teller of old fashioned stories …”
Miss Norton began her literary career as an editor for her high school paper and quickly progressed to writing,
publishing her first book before the age of twenty-one. After graduating from Western University, and working for the
Library of Congress for a number of years, she began her writing career in earnest, consistently producing science
fiction novels of the highest quality.
Introduction
This document was compiled and intended as a source material for post apocalyptic role playing games. No specific
task resolution system is recommended by the compiler. Simply plug in whatever task resolution system best meets
your needs.
A campaign may be begun before the book happened or after, whichever best suits the needs of your players and
campaign. The campaign may involve the major characters of the book or not.
The material presented here is a compilation of material provided by the author within her book and unless noted is not
extrapolated in anyway. The characters and events detailed herein are copyrighted, and are only compiled within this
document for entertainment purposes. This game supplement is for entertainment only.
Trademarks and copyrights are cited/used within this document without permission. This usage is not meant in any way
to challenge the rightful ownership of said trademarks/copyrights. All copyrights are acknowledged and remain the
property of the owners. All pictures and artwork used by me to illustrate this document with the exception of the cover scan,
represent my interpretation of the Daybreak: 2250 A.D. world and are in no way official or approved by Andre Norton.
To the best of my knowledge, copyright holders cited/used within this document without permission are:
Harcourt, Brace & Co., Inc. (Daybreak: 2250 A.D.)
Timeline Ltd. (Terrain and Geographical Areas/Hostility and Motivation of NPC’s, The Morrow Project RPG)
TSR Inc. (Tech Levels, Gamma World, 3 rd Edition)
London Film Productions (2 stills from the 1936 film “Things to Come”)
Format
The entries below describe the various groups of people in the world of Daybreak: 2250 A.D. The descriptions include:
Geographical Location
Number Found
Tech Level
Transport
Power/Resources
Weapons
Primary Base
Special Attributes
H&M Average
H&M Range
Many of these fields are self explanatory but the following areas need to be explained: Geographical Location, Tech
Level, H&M Average, and H&M Range.

Geographical Location
As a game aid, the continental USA has been divided into 15 geographical roughly divided according to their terrain
types. The following table lists these areas and the number used to refer to them in the group descriptions.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Terrain
Northeast Coastal Region
Southeast Coastal Region
Northeastern Highlands
Southeastern Highlands
Southeastern Swampland
Northeastern Lakes Region
North Central Region
South Central Region
Northern Midwest Plains
Southern Midwest Plains
N. Rocky Mountain Highlands
S. Rocky Mountain Highlands
Southwestern Desert Region
Southwest Coastal Region
Northwest Coastal Region

States included in the Area
ME, NH, MA, RI, CT, NY, NJ, DE, MD, VA
VA, NC, SC, GA, FL
VT, NY, PA, WV, MD, KY
SC, GA, TN, KY, AL
SC, GA, FL, AL, MS, LA
NY, PA, OH, IN, MI, WI, MN
MN, IA, IL, MO
MO, TN, AR, MS, LA
ND, SD, NE, KS
KS, OK, TX
MT, ND, SD, WY, CO, ID, UT, CA, NV, OR, WA
CA, NV, UT, AZ, NM, CO
CA, NV, UT, AZ, NM
CA
CA, OR, WA

Tech Level
Tech level is an overall indication of the technology available to the group. Tech level is meant to be used as a general
indication of the technology available to the group in question. Due to the nature of the world of Daybreak: 2250 A.D.,
some groups may have some technology or knowledge available that is above or below their stated tech level. Tech
levels are defined as follows:
Tech Level I: This level is a primitive technology, featuring the technology similar to that of the ancient Egyptians,
Goths, Greeks, and the American Indians. This technology includes stone and iron weapons, bows and blowguns, the
wheel, levers and screws, etc.
Societies that are Tech I are tribal or clan oriented. They tend to be hunters and gatherers, though they may grow some
crops. Some Tech I tribes may be nomadic.
Tech Level II: This is medieval technology, featuring technology similar to medieval Europe and the civilized Orient.
This technology includes such items as crossbows and siege weapons, wind and water mills, gears and simple scientific
tools, metal armor, and steel items.
The wealth of these societies is rooted in land, slaves, and livestock. These are usually agricultural societies, though
some automation and factories may exist.
Tech Level III: This level ranges from the age of cannons and muskets through the marvels of our present-day society.
It features rifles, bombs, steam, fuel-and battery-powered machines, the use of plastics and electronics, and simple
computers.
Tech Level IV: This level includes the classic image of a science fiction future. It features lasers, robots, super
computers, hovercraft, and advances in transplants and medicine as well as all other sciences.
This would have been the tech level of the world before the Blow Up.
Hostility and Motivation of NPC’s (H&M)
The Hostility and Motivational factor is provided to give the GM an idea at a glance of how an NPC might think. The
H&M factor is rolled the same as the other attributes (4D6-4) with the higher the number the more cooperative the NPC
is. The hostility portion of this factor can assist the GM in deciding whether the character is upset or not. To do this,
roll 1D20, if the number rolled is above the H&M of the character the NPC is upset at the situation whatever it may be.
The motivation part of the factor is used to tell the GM what the character considers important and what their basic
philosophy is. The general personalities according to the H&M index can be found in the following table.

Hostility and Motivational Characteristics
Die Roll
0
1
2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9
10-11
12-14
15-17
18
19
20

Characteristics
Totally or innately hostile, this person or group will kill for fun but may not always be direct, can
be very deceiving and cunning
Hostile, will kill for any reason but will not take chances with their own safety or possessions
Easily angered or provoked, these types of people are basically greedy with very few, if any,
inhibitions.
Easily angered or provoked, these types of people are very often paranoid and are motivated by
their own self-interests above all else.
Easily angered or provoked, these types of people are also often paranoid and are either
ideologically motivated (fanatics) or motivated by their own interests.
Intemperate, hot tempered but oriented towards their community and family.
Normal temperament, self-oriented, this type may steal for themselves but not out of maliciousness.
Normal temperament, community oriented, these people are usually reasonable unless crossed.
Normal temperament, some humanitarian instincts, can often be helpful with directions.
Non-violent, possibly religious, motivated by the security of their families and groups, will help if
no harm will obviously come of it.
Non-violent, community oriented, often helpful in both words and deeds.
Non-violent, will not cause harm to others, willing to sacrifice self for the greater good, not
fanatical but very passive in resistance.

The Eyrie
Geographical Location: 3 (Starmen may be encountered anywhere in North America)
Number Found: 1 (outside the Eyrie)
Tech Level: II
Transport: Foot, Horses (outside the Eyrie)
Power/Resources: Wind, Water, Animals, Hunting/Fishing, Farming, etc.
Weapons: Long Bow, Long Sword, Dagger
Primary Base: The Eyrie
Special Attributes: Companionship with the hunting cats; May travel most places unharmed
H&M Average: 18
H&M Range: 17-19
Description
The Star Men have records to prove that their forefathers had been a small band of technicians and scientists engaged in
secret research.
“Our forefathers were brought to this mountain hiding place because they were designed to be truly men of the stars.
Here were they being trained to a life which would be theirs on other worlds. Our records tell us that man was on the
eve of conquering space when his madness fell upon him and he reached again for slaying weapons.” (Jarl, the Star
Captain, page 189)
The men of the Eyrie believe that they were sprung from chosen men who, with their women kind, had been hidden in
the mountains to escape just such an end as tore their civilization into bloody shreds. They had been sent there to
treasure their learning; so they did, and tried to win more.
The Star Men have a book of jotted fragments of messages from the war. This book speaks of invaders from the sky;
enemies who struck with paralyzing swiftness.
The radiation sickness cut the number of survivors in the Eyrie to less then half within two years after the war (page
59).
The radiation sickness had been fatal to the dogs of the Eyrie (emphasis mine) and their breed had died out forever
(page 12).
The men of the Eyrie are a small tribe of few clans.
The men of the Eyrie have outposts scattered around the Eyrie (to alert them of intruders?).
In the winter time they often go lean and hungry for the mountains are a hard country.

Mutation is almost unknown in the Eyrie. The men of the Eyrie are extremely intolerant of mutants.
As of the end of book have a new law: A mutant is deemed a full man and if born of a clan is deemed a member of that
clan.
Any man who has been called to the council fire (for some malfeasance) and hasn’t answered is outlawed and banished
to the wilderness.
Any man who has been outlawed has the right of repeal for a period of six moons.
The Elders of the Eyrie
Eyrie Guardian (the leader of the Elders?)
Healer (Healers)
Recorder (Scribes)
Master of the Fields (Tillers)
Commander of the Hunters (Hunters)
Commander of the Defenders (Scouts/Guards)
The Star Captain (Star Men)
Symbols
Twin snakes coiled about a staff --- the universal sign of the healer.
Balanced scales of justice
Customs
In the Eyrie they have wintertime sing plays. They draw up a big screen and the play begins.
The men of the Eyrie are a silent lot. Singing is left to the women who sometimes hum as they work.
The men of the Eyrie never go singing into battle.
They have a council hymn; which holds a certain darksome power.
Musical Instruments known to the Eyrie: flutes, three and four stringed harps.
Drums are unknown among the men of the Eyrie (perhaps only unknown as a message sending device?)
Technology
The men of the Eyrie build their houses of stout stone walls.
Have cave sheltered hydro farms.
The men of the Eyrie have a wound salve; the secret of which is known only by the Healer and the Star Captain. A
wound anointed with this salve does not rot. It is wisdom from the old days which has saved many lives.
They use flint and steel.
The men of the Eyrie have lost the secret of fashioning plate glass (window glass?) among others.
The men of the Eyrie can pulp and rework old paper into serviceable sections.
The Star Men know about cars and understand their workings but the materials and fuel for their production are
unattainable.
Geographical Location
The Eyrie is located in mountains which smoke.
There is a section of pre-Blow Up road a few miles from the Eyrie (with a trail that leads to it). This road may be
followed for about a day’s journey (by foot?) to the north.

The Star Men
Star Men are honored by the tribe, consecrated to the gathering and treasuring of knowledge, to the breaking of new
trails and the exploration of lost lands.
Every year at the council fire candidates are chosen to be trained as Star Men. Trainees are called Novices.
Must learn trails, Read/Write, to Map/Observe, and find one of the hunting cats as a companion. All of these things
must be done to be chosen as a Novice.
Potential candidates have a 6 year window of opportunity.
A Novice can expect: more schooling, 15-20 years of roving the lowlands, further honored years to look forward to as
an instructor and guardian of knowledge.
Star Hall: made of stone, bunks of the Star Men on duty are in the forepart of the house, there is a storage room in the
back that contains: blankets, canteens, traveler’s corn (parched corn). In the middle of the building is a large room with
long tables, benches, and the pouches of the Star Men.
The Star Hall has a big map to which is added a tiny mark at the return of each roving explorer.
The Star Captain is exempt from travel, it is his duty to remain at the Eyrie and portion out the tasks of other Star Men.
Star Men carry a shoulder bag (called a star pouch), with a badge (five pointed star).
Star Men Weapons: Long Bow, Short Sword, Hunting Knife
It is the law that all of a Star Man’s weapons must be made with his own hands.
It is the law that to eat food found in the old places is to court death.
Once or twice before the Star Men have discovered a ruined city only to have another tribe discover and stake a claim
to the city before they could return.
In the past twenty years the Star Men have mapped four cities, one of which is “blue”. These cities were known to other
tribes and were combed almost clean or else were held by the Beast Things and were unsafe.
Star Men have found atomic powered cars almost intact.
The Star Men wear homespun leggings, belts, boots, and a sleeveless jerkin which is laced across the chest.
The Star Men have steel tipped arrows into which is set a tiny silver star.
Every Star Man keeps a daily journal.
Star Men scouting rules (ruined cities):
Look For
Libraries
Hospitals
Hardware Stores
Paper and kindred supplies
Avoid
Food, even if found in unbroken containers
No one has ever raised sword against the Star Men.
The Star Men are known in far lands where they have never walked.
The Star Men have lived in the tents of the Plains Men.

Notable Personages
Jarl, the Star Captain, has a crooked red seam down his forearm; the result of a brush with a Beast Thing scout. He has
piloted a sealed engine motor car ¼ of a mile. His hunting cat is called Nag.
Horsfield; The Eyrie Guardian (the leader of the Elders?)
Stephen of the Hawk clan; a Star Novice.
Fors of the Puma Clan. His hunting cat is called Lura.
Langdon, a Star Man, the father of Fors, died in battle with the Beast Things.
The Hunting Cats
What service they give is of their own choosing.
The cats are able to communicate with the men they choose to honor with their company (Empathy/Telepathy?).
Because of the radiation sickness the cats changed. Small domestic animals of untamable independence had produced
larger offspring with even quicker minds and greater strength. Mating with wild felines had established the new
mutation.
They are the size of a pre-Blow Up mountain lion.
Lura has the markings of a chocolate point Siamese.
Lura could read Fors thoughts if he carefully formed a “Mind Picture” and went through the details carefully.
The cats may exist in the wild (page 139).
The Plains Men

Picture: A Woman of the Plains Men

Geographical Location: parts of 6 & 7, all of 9 & 10, parts of 11
Number Found: 3-300
Tech Level: I
Transport: Horses
Power/Resources: Horses, Cattle, Hunting
Weapons: Lance, Scimitar, Horn Bow
Primary Base: None
Special Attributes: Excellent Horsemen
H&M Average: 11
H&M Range: 10-14

Description
Legend of Origins:
“Since the days of the Old Ones we of the Plains have been a roving people. First we were so because of the evil death
which abode in the air of many quarters of the land, so that a man must be on the move to shun those places where
plagues and the blue fires waited to slay him. We are now hunters and rovers and herdsmen, warriors who care not to
be tied to any camp.”
“To eat and to war, to ride and to hunt, to raise a son after them to do likewise --- that is the desire of the tribe.”
Have a salute of the free man --- a sign made with two hands (pg. 128).
Wear a broadband across the forehead with the sign of family, clan, and tribe.
The High Chief wears a heavy collar of ceremony with a feathered helmet and cloak of office.
They are ruled by a high chief (maybe only the clan?)
They have clan flags and are divided into clans and families.
Nation (High Chief) --- Tribe (Chief) --- Clan (Sub-Chieftain) --- Family
There is a clan called Raging Bull a sept of the Tribe of the Wind.
At the center of a gathering of clans: A tall hide-walled pavilion with a ceremonial fire in the center of it.
Chiefs and Sub-Chieftains wear a metal badge in their headbands.
The tribes known by the Star Men do not attack without warning (except the Beast Things).
They are hunters.
They have tamed horses and run herds of cattle.
They are proud-hearted and high of temper.
They are much bound by custom and old ways.
The Plainsmen respect the Star Men for possessing something which the tribe reckons to be worth having --- a
knowledge of wide lands.
War Song
“With sword and flame before us,
And the lances of clans at our backs,
We ride through plains and forests
Where sweep the tides of war!
Eat, Deathbirds, Eat!
From a feast we have spread for your tearing ---“
Symbols
Twin snakes coiled about a staff --- the universal sign of the healer.
Balanced scales of justice
A round ball with a flower of flames crowding out of its top
A pair of outstretched wings supporting a pointed object between them
Customs
All plainsmen have laws of hospitality. Should a stranger eat meat that has been cooked at their fires and drink water
from their store, they must hold him inviolate for a day, a night, and another day. By custom the stranger is assigned a
guardian.
“By the flame, by the water, by the flesh, by the tent right, do we now claim refuge under the banner of this clan ---we
have eaten your meat and broken our thirsting here this hour!”

Hold freedom very high (pg. 125)
Refuse to be tied to any stretch of land lest it come to hold them (pg. 125)
Do not lie (it is part of their code) (pg. 125)
They deem themselves greater then other men and have a haughty and abiding pride (pg. 125)
Are inclined to be suspicious of new things and are much bound by custom (pg. 125).
A man’s given word is held unbreakable, he must always hold to a promise no matter what might come (pg. 125).
Anyone who has offended against the tribe is solemnly pronounced dead in council. Thereafter no one may notice him
and he may claim neither food nor lodging --- for the tribe he has ceased to exist (pg. 125).
Patches of bright paint are used by the Plainsmen to distinguish ownership of horses.
Plainsmen keep clear of ruins in memory of the old days when radiation killed.
Live in skin walled tents.
Wear sleeveless jerkins in the manner of the Star Men (i.e. laced across the chest).
Wear hide leggings polished by hours of riding.
Shoulder length hair is a sign of free birth (keep slaves?)
The women ritually wail when the dead are returned to camp.
Technology
Use horses.
Use a long lance which hangs in loops from their saddles.
Wear at their belts a curved slashing sword (scimitar?).
Musical Instruments:
Flute
Small Drum
Geographical Location
Live on the Great River for ten tens of years. The men of the Eyrie live to the east of that river. The men of the Village
of the Birds crossed this river in their journey.
Notable Personages
Fanyer, a medicine man, with a long white cloak draped over his fighting garb.
Marphy, keeper of records --- the records of the tribe were in his keeping, all the customs and history, the rememberer
of past customs and laws, wears a black robe, tells Fors to “look for the standard of the Red Fox”.
In the tent of Marphy, the Keeper of Records:
Mortar and pestle
Boxes and Jars of medicines
Dried bundles of twigs and leaves hung in ordered lines from the cord along the ridge pole.
Ink Horn and Pens; the tools of the lawman
Hanging lantern where oil soaked tow burns to give off light
Maps, painted on pieces of smoothed hide held taut in wooden stretchers
Books of parchment with protective covers of thin wood, each book bears the sign of a clan on its cover, each is a
storehouse of information about that family

Cantrul, Captain of Hosts, leader of the Tribe of the Wind, Feeder of the Death Birds, wears a wide belt, has white hair
and brown cheekbones, is a seeker of far lands, and has been high chief for two years, died in battle with the Beast
Things.
Vocar, a plainsman.
Sati, a plainsman.
The Village of Birds
Geographical Location: 6 (Ohio River Valley)
Number Found: 1-500
Tech Level: I
Transport: Ponies, Carts
Power/Resources: Agriculture, Pottery, Basket weaving, Metal working
Weapons: Assegai, Double-Stringed Short Bow, Knife, Bola
Primary Base: The Village of Birds
Special Attributes: Have had some contact with Lizard Men
H&M Average: 14
H&M Range: 12-16
Description
Legend of Origins:
“Our Old Ones were flying men. After the last battle they came down from the sky to their homeland and found it
blasted into nothing. Then they turned their machines and fled south and when the machines would no longer bear them
they landed in a narrow desert valley. And after a time they took to wife the women of that country.”
“The Village of Birds is sprung from flying men who came to rest in the deserts of the south after a great battle had
struck most of their machines from the air and blasted from the earth the field from which they had flown.”
“After the Blow-Up there was a death year. All but ten of the clan died within three months. And the rest sickened and
were ever weakly. It was not until a generation later that they grew strong again.”
“Two years ago (from the time of the book) the earth trembled and shook so that a man could not stand upright. From
the mountains to the southland came fire and many evil smells. A death fog came down upon the village. In the
morning the world shook again just as the dawn light broke and this time the mountains spewed forth burning rock
which flowed down to engulf the best fields and pastures. So the men of the Village of Birds gathered what they might
and fled before it, all the tribe together, driving their sheep and taking with them only what might be carried in pony
carts and on their backs.
They struck to the north and discovered that the earth had broken in other places also that to the east the sea had eaten
into the land.” (pg. 67)
Physical Description
The flying men who founded the tribe had dark skins.
Their skin is 5 shades darker then the men of the Eyrie and they are on average 2-3 inches taller.
Hair is black and tightly curled.
Strongly marked features with wide mouths and flat cheekbones.
Wear a sort of breechclout kilt held in place by a wide belt from which hangs a tassel ornamented scabbard of a knife.
This knife is close to 18 inches long and made of blue steel.
Wear sandals
Symbols
Their chief sign: A pair of outstretched wings supporting a pointed object between them. Also use a scarlet shooting
star.

Customs
Live by tilling the land, herding sheep, and make jars and pots from clay.
Oaths:
“By the Horned Lizard”
“By the Great Horned Lizard”
“In the name of the silver wings and those who once flew”
Hold Autumn Dances (in celebration of a harvest holiday?).
Food:
Berries
Cheese
Corn Cake
Corn Mush cooked with meat

Picture: A Beer Pot of the Village of Birds

The (women?) have three duties (of hospitality?). (pg. 155)
Cantrul claims that they live in mud huts (derogatory?). They are also described as cabins (pg. 187)
Homes are furnished with thick mats and wall hangings.
Their women like necklaces.
Have (small?) family clans.
Have a Master of Scouts.
When the tribe sends forth scouts, those scouts are sworn to certain things. To none are they to show an unsheathed
sword unless they first attacked the scout.
Technology
Weapons:
Short shafted spear (Assegai?)

Picture: Various Spears of the Village of Birds

Double Stringed Short Bow (made not of wood but some dark substance that reflects sunlight)
Knife
Bola
Have a medicine of course brownish meal which must be boiled in water. It gives off a fragrant odor but has a bitter
taste. The effect is uncertain as Arskane took it when ill and then offered it to Fors though he was not ill (pgs. 63-64).
Make their shields of ceremony from the hides of Thunder Lizards.
Use wool and dyes.
Dye fabric an odd shade of dusky orange.
Spin cotton for clothing.
Weave baskets.
They know fishing.
Use drums to communicate across great distances.
“A small well polished drum fashioned of dark (brown) wood, the stretched head of hide cured to an almost metallic
smoothness.”
Geographical Location
They are raising a town in a river bend one day’s journey to the south of the Plains Men.
Notable Personages
Arskane, a scout, friend of Fors.
Arskane has a wide band of wrought gold and a club with the head of a spike embedded in a ball which he took from
the museum in the city park.

Uran of the Swift Arm, Master of the Scouts.
Balakan, a scout.
Noraton, a scout and a wise man of cool and even temper (killed by the Plainsmen).
Karson, a fighting man.
Lady Nephata, a chief (?).
“Nath-al-Sal; High Chief wears their chief sign (A pair of outstretched wings supporting a pointed object between
them) around his neck as it came from the hands of his father, and his father’s father and so back to the first and
greatest of the flying men who came forth from the belly of the dead machine on the day found refuge in our valley of
the little river. (pg. 131)”
Lanard, father of Arskane, Wearer of the Wings, who wears silver wings, about his throat, fastened to a silver chain.
Rance, brother of Arskane.
Rosann of the Bright Eyes, sister of Arskane.
Becie, unknown (Arskane’s sister/mother?).
Unger, a man of learning, understands the sealed motor cars of the Ancients. Arskane has learned from him how to
operate them (provided it works).
The Lizard Men
Type: Mutated Lizard
Geographical Location: 12, 13, Blow Up lands
Number Found: 3-300
Tech Level: I
Transport: Foot
Power/Resources: Muscle, some agriculture, metal working
Weapons: Poison Balls, Knives, Thorn-tipped Spears
Primary Base: None
Special Attributes: uses tools/weapons, poison
H&M Average: 12
H&M Range: 10-14
Description
They are twenty inches tall.
They have four fingered, manipulative front paws.
Can plan and work together to achieve a goal.
They have thread like tongues and ragged top crests (that go stiff and upright and pulse dark red when angry).
Wish only to be left alone.
They are omnivorous.
Symbols
None Known
Customs
They are religiously aware (they worshipped the statues that Fors had taken from the museum).
The tribe that lived near the Village of Birds traded blue stones (turquoise) to the villagers for bits of metal and other
things.

Arskane says of the group that lived near his village:
“They marched across the desert from the west one year and made a settlement in a gulch about a half days journey
from the Village of Birds.”
Technology
Use step farming.
Reap what they sow with sickles.
Weapons:
Poison Balls: A small ball fashioned of clay, with thorn points sticking out of its surface all the way around.
Knives
Thorn-tipped Spears
Use a poison that makes the victim go mad and tear at his flesh before dying.
Geographical Location
Live on the inside edge of the Blow Up land (near the city).
The Lizard Men are also to be found living in Arskane’s old land.
Notable Personages
None mentioned
The Beast Things
Type: Mutated Human
Geographical Location: Anywhere (Ruined Cities)
Number Found: 5-50
Tech Level: I
Transport: Foot, Rafts
Power/Resources: Muscle
Weapons: Throwing Darts, Knives, Stones
Primary Base: None
Special Attributes: Use poison, trained rats
H&M Average: 1
H&M Range: 0-2
Description
--- Always are all men’s swords bare to them!
“Beast Things may be the descendents of companies of the invading enemy, parties of soldiers both male and female
who had been landed to occupy the country and then been forgotten when their own nation had disappeared under
retaliatory atom bombing. Soldiers, bewildered and totally lost when no orders came, who clung stubbornly to the
position they had been sent to occupy ---- remaining there in spite of the radiation.” (pg. 166)
“They are supposed to be the offspring of city dwellers caught in the full strength of the radiation waves, children so
much mutant in form and mind that they are no longer human at all.” (pg. 166)
Whichever theory is the true one, the Beast Things, though they arouse revulsion and instinctive hatred among the
humans, are also victims of the Old Ones tragic mistake, as shattered in their lives as the cities had been.
Must once have had a human origin (pg. 10), but are not considered human.
They were rats!
“Their sires’ sires’ sires were of our breed.” (pg. 137)
They are none to fond of the open light of day.

Footprint is narrow and the same width from heel to toe (as if completely flat-footed). The toes are much too long and
skeleton thin. The toes have claws not nails.
Have long narrow heads and yellowed fangs.
Their heads are remotely human. The eyes are deep-set in bone-rimmed pits, the elongated jaws above which the nose
is only two slits ---- jaws equipped with a hunting beasts fangs ---- sharp fangs never fully covered by thin vestiges of
lips ---- those were not human (pg 103).
Have too thin bodies. They are no taller then Fors and have emaciated bodies perched on stick legs.
Have a bulbous paunch and hairless head.
Have skeleton thin hands covered with wrinkled, grayish skin. More like a rat paw then a hand.
They have clawed fingers.
“The grayish skin was stretched tight over their sharp bones and was deep grained, almost scaly, and their bodies were
bare save for strips of filthy tattered stuff worn about their loins.”
Have thin, bone gray arms.
Have a filthy stench.
Move with a deceptively easy pace.
They are omnivorous.
Hunt in packs.
Send scouts to range ahead of their hunting packs.
They can track by scent.
They are reputed to be crafty.
They are dour and terrible fighters.
They are fighters who never want to head an open attack.
They lie in wait (to attack) in the dark and always fight from cover if they can.
They can throw stones with accuracy.
They will usually not enter the Blow Up Lands.
Customs
They have a language that seems to bear no relation to any human tongue.
Live in dank, evil smelling burrows in shattered buildings.
Keep to the old cities.
Have tamed and use (intelligent?) rats.
The rats wear metal collars made of flat links that seem flexible (chain?).
The rat keeper carries the rats in a (wicker) basket cage on his back.
They have been known to torture prisoners with the rats; which they keep semi-starved for this purpose.

Symbols
None Known
Technology
Artfully construct and skillfully conceal with matted coverings; pit traps. Sharp pointed stakes are placed in the bottom
of these traps.
Use throwing darts and knives.
Use whistles (pgs. 79-80)
Use rope thongs to bind captives.
Use fire and torches.
Use poison.
Use rafts.
Do not use or understand bows.
Don’t seem to have knowledge of metallurgy but recognize the value of metal weapons.
Geographical Location
Keep to the old cities.
They will usually not enter the Blow Up Lands.
Notable Personages
The Beast Thing leader had a bigger brain case and spoke the human tongue. He was killed later in the book.
Miscellaneous
Tribes kill mutant children
All mutants are lumped into the same category as Beast Things.
Mutations (mentioned in the book):
Night Sight (pitch dark conditions are little different from twilight) (page 95)
Too-Keen Hearing (on a level with Lura) (page 95)
Empathy/Telepathy
All men may have a high resistance to radiation (page 92).
200 years after the great Blow Up (war date: 2050?).
Radiated cities are called “blue” cities.
Who started the war is unknown.
There are wild cows with wicked horns.
Wild boars are cunning and plentiful.
During the great Blow Up invaders came from the sky, enemies who had struck with paralyzing swiftness.
The first city visited by Fors is called Glen town.
There are scaled things in the desert most horrible to look upon (Thunder Lizards?). They are cunning and quick. The
Dark Men have seen none of their breed since they left their homeland.

Blow Up Lands: Where atom bombs have struck to bite into the earths crust, where death has entered so deeply that
generations must pass before man may go that way again.
Blow Up lands may have some plant life.
Blow up Lands are desert-like.
The Blow Up Land near the city has no moss and the rocky outcrops have a glassy glaze. There are narrow knife-edged
valleys and rocky plateaus that lace the land.
Water Plant (page 99): These plants live in Blow Up Lands and have three stiff leaves encircling a tall middle spike
which bears a red bulb. The plant has a long, fleshy, suckered stem that moves to find water. The stem curls back
against the leaves when not in use. The plant may be mobile?
Death Birds: Vultures?
There are forest people who paint their faces and wear the hides of beasts. They walk in pride and say that they are an
ancient people who once owned all this land (page 133).
To swear allegiance to a clan (other then ones own): The chief (of the new clan) holds out his palm, up, with a bit of
earth upon it. The supplicant then touches the tip of his forefinger to his lips and then to the soil.
To beg entry to a clan (other then ones own): As above; and the supplicant then falls to his knees.
Technology (Before the Blow Up)

Picture: An Atomic Powered Tank

Just before the war men had perfected atom engine powered cars (with sealed engines). These cars are started with a
floor set button.
Men still used anti-aircraft guns, tanks, trains and barges.
The City on the Lake
This city lies to the north of the Eyrie on the edge of a great lake.
Fish live in the lake (page 48).
A valley with a twisted river in its middle breaks the city in two.
Has a park which has grown into a forest in the center of the city.
There is a museum in the park.
Near the city is a Blow Up Land (a radioactive desert). It is here that the Lizard Men dwell.

